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About This Game

Every person on the planet ever did this: he slept. But how this does happen to not ordinary people, they alone rule the whole
state, own untold treasures, decide how millions of people will live. It depends on their will who will live tomorrow and who

does not.
How do they sleep in this? And what do they see in their dreams? Can they manage them? Do they see dreams at all? We can

only guess about this.

This game is a free fantasy of what dictators see when they sleep. What does a person who has everything dream of? That's
right, about a personal missile!

You have to go to 3 different dreams of different dictators and guess who owns these dreams.

You have to use your mouse and your agility to plunge into the dreams of dictators and personally control them. Remember, the
longer a dictator sleeps, the longer he does not do anything wrong to his country.

Dodge obstacles, collect bonuses and let your dictator sleep peacefully!

Features:

Simple clicker;

Lovely dreams of dictators;
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It's easy to learn how to play;

A simple melody;

3 different locations and rockets.
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